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Bloodlust and insanity rule my existence. As a fierce drakoni warrior, this strange new world I find

myself in eats at my mind until there is nothing left. There is no light or clarity...until she arrives. I

save her life, plucking her from the sky.From that point on, she is mine.But the human I have

chosen for my mate - Sasha - is fragile and wounded. She does not trust me and fears my

presence. I will not give up, though. I will do anything to give her my fires and bond us both in body

and spirit. How can I convince her that I want nothing more than her happiness if she will not let me

touch her?How does a dragon woo a human?
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Holy crap i just finally finished this book soo damn good loved it so much. All the details finally

revealed about Dakh and his memory and loved the connection between Dakh and Sasha was

excited to see more of Kael, and Claudia. Now there both pregnant cant wait to read more and

reading about Emma will be awesome love these books! These books will leave you on the edge of

your seat wondering what will happen next such a great book.



I enjoyed this story - I wasn't as sucked in as I'd hoped. The characters were nice but not

compelling - not dimensional enough(?) or maybe not kick-*ss enough. Interesting action, some

humor, plenty of sensitive sex scenes - almost too many sex scenes. The world build is developing -

which I like. I felt a bit frustrated by the lack of preparedness the heroine displays - it might be my

perception of the timeline - seems like a lot of time is passing while she lolls around. You'd think that

in uncertain times, she'd have a few backpacks packed with some of the hard to find essentials &

hidden in some stashes in the vicinity in case of wandering scavengers. I also don't understand why

neither heroine (book 1 or 2) have been exploring further out - for safer digs, more supplies

etc.However, I'm very intrigued by the newest secondary characters - Emma & the imprisoned

dragon - I'm very eager for that one to come out.

I absolutely loved and adored this book. I will definitely anxiously be waiting for Emma story. I also

highly recommend this book it's not one you want to miss out on.

In a post apocalyptic world where men hold all the power and women are force to survive by any

means . Many women like our main character Sasha are forced to trade sex for food/ money. She

has been used and brutalized by a sadistic human male . Therefore, she hates to be physically

touched by males. She is naturally fearful of the huge Alpha Male dragon who rescues her from

death . All Dakh wants is a mate to love, cherish, and protect. He wants to touch her, but she is

wounded and doesn't want to be imitate with anybody especially a crazy dragon .

I am sooooo excited about this series. It's getting better and better every book. I'm actually loving

this one more than the first, even though the first was bomb! I was so excited for the set up to the

third book. I can't wait for Emma! I'm not in love with Amy yet so hopefully by the end of the Emma's

book, I will be.I just love the H and h in this one. Both grew to love one another organically. So by

the end you bought their relationship. I also loved the plot twist toward the end. I think it sets up a

whole new side to this world.Please hurry on the 3rd! I can't wait to see what you do next.

So I loved this book times a million. Quite a few more teasers of what is to come shows up and

again, she did an awesome job with the character development alone and with each other as well

without ANY understanding to go on between them. It's so fun to read something different - a totally

different way of interaction between characters.*****SMALL SPOILER(ish)*****I also happen to be

one reader that LOVED how the first sex scene happened. I'm sure some people didn't like how



things went down, but I think it made their story SO much more believable and gave a lot more

depth to both Sasha and Dakh. I want to thank Dixon for keeping true to Sasha's personality during

this scene as I think it brought a lot to the table for both characters.

Have read the entire IPB series and now this Dragon series. Initially worried about the brutality and

single minded justification of everything for the crazed dragons, but it gets explained further in and

the more I read the more I want to read!! I'm glad this is a longer novel, as there is a lot to explain

and the mind speaking takes away from some the the action at times. Really enjoy the differences

and so excited for the new developments in this book. Eagerly awaiting Emma's story next :)

This is the first book in the series that I've read. I'm going to read book 1 because I'm enjoying the

storyline.I first found the author by reading Ice Planet Barbarians. I really enjoyed the Alpha Love in

those books so I face this a go for a change in story.So far, so good.The scenes could be a little

steamier here but otherwise great book.
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